
Welcome to my Virtual Portfolio.

Included here is a small sampling of my photography, production skills and 
some  design work that I have collected over the past 30 years of my career.

I hope you like what you see and I have a chance to interview with you to speak  
more about how I can help your company.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Richard Hudgins
603-247-0470
rich@rehudgins.com
www.rehudgins.com

mailto:rich@rehudgins.com
http://www.rehudgins.com
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 Brown Sugar
by the Sea

Modern Thai Cuisine

Like no other Thai restaurant you have ever experienced!

75 Water St. Newburyport  •  978-499-8424
brownsugarbythesea.com  •  facebook.com/brownsugarbythe sea

Marvelous Monday    Free appetizer with every two entrées purchased. Also, every
customer will receiv coupon toward a future visit.

Pad Thai Tuesday   For every Pad Thai you order, you will get a coupon for a free
lunch size Pad Thai on your next visit.

“One Year” Wednesday
Every $100 purchase earns a  $10 gift card for future use.

Ladies’ Night: Special Edition   Look for our Anniversary Drink Specials for our dine-
in customers. Combined with our Ladies’ Night martini menu with live piano music!

Fire-breathing Friday
5-pepper ”Flaming” Drunken Noodles OR a 5-pepper Mega Fire Dragon Martini will have
his/her picture taken for our “Hot  Hall of Fame” and receive a free $8 or less appetizer.

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday   Receive one FREE Brown Sugar by the Sea
Anniversary T-Shirt with every order of $100. (T-shirts are also available for purchase, $18.)

Happy One Year Birthday to Us!!

Anniversary Week Daily Specials,
as our present to you, for helping us

become as successful as we are!
June 3 - 7, 2013

This is some full-package work I’ve done for a local restaurant as a free-lancer.
I did everything from design to production to overseeing printing and final implementation.

brownsugarbythesea.com
75 Water St, Newburyport  

978-499-8424
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Game Tokens
$625 value

See Bottom of Box for Details

Free!Free!

NET WT 12.9 OZ (366 g)

SINGLE
SERVINGS

(3/4 CUP)6

Spiral Macaroni & Cheese Dinner
Mac In A FlashMac In A Flash

JUST ADD WATER!
Microwave in

Under 5 Minutes!
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This piece was one that I was given full design control over.
The task was to design the packaging for a new but similar product, with a more dynamic and modern feel to it.
Using color and typography the new packaging was very successful to that end.

This piece was one that I was given full design control over.
The task was to design the packaging for a new but similar product, with a more dynamic and modern feel to it. 
Using color and typography the new packaging was very successful to that end.



Logo creation methods can vary depending upon the “client”.  Sometimes they have a definite vision or sketch they want fleshed out, 
and sometimes they can be very vague.  Below are some evolutions of logos that arrise in that process.
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Below are two pages from one of my biggest production jobs.
It was an eight color job, including two varnishes. It was purposely complex to show off the abilities of the printing company.

F L A G S H I P
P R E S S

150 Flagship Drive, North Andover, MA 01845
978.975.3100   FAX: 978.975.0635

800.733.1520   www.flagshippress.com

Flagship's Customer Service and Sales Department undergo

regular training and work closely with customers to assure

satisfaction at every stage of the production process.

Flagship's strength is it's superbly qualified employee staff,

diverse equipment and sound financial backing.  It is a company

both willing and able to adjust to an ever-changing marketplace.

F L A G S H I P  P R E S S

Flagship Press is a new company that’s nearly a half century old.

It began life in 1950, as Town Printing, a hot metal letter shop in Andover, Massachusetts.

In 1984, operations were relocated to a 17,000 square foot building in neighboring North

Andover. In 1994, a second location was added in Wilmington, MA with the acquisition

of Wilmington Publications, Inc. The 1996 acquisition of FinPrint, Boston, MA—coupled

with 12 years of growth—created the need for still more space, as well as a consolidated

operating plant.

On August 2, 1996, ground was broken for a new corporate facility near the intersection

of routes 114 and 125, in North Andover, some 25 minutes north of Boston.

The consolidated companies were rechristened Flagship Press, and in April 1997, began

the move into a new state-of-the-art 63,000 square foot, purpose-built facility with room

for 22,000 square feet of expansion to accommodate future needs.

Today the 125 dedicated and talented employees of Flagship Press are united under one

roof to serve your offset and digital printing needs.

H I S T O R Y

F L A G S H I P  P R E S S

L TQ U A I Y

D I G I T A L O F F S E T

Color consistency and standards are

measured continuously utilizing

state-of-the-art spectrophotometric

scanning equipment.



This was one of the many technical challenges I came upon during my career.
Working with duo-tones can be tricky in general, but I also had to find a way to demonstrate the air flow of the gun
within the duotone itself. In the end both my supervisors and the client were very happy with the results.

Air Shield Safety Air Gun

MADE IN
THE USA
SINCE 1943

Patented
Air Cone

• Protects operator
from dangerous
chip fly-back

• Delivers high
thrust with
pinpoint accuracy

• Best for cleaning
machine tools,
woodworking, textile,
and other production
equipment
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This was one of the many technical challenges I came upon during my career.
Working with duo-tones can be tricky in general, but I also had to find a way to demonstrate the air flow of the gun within the 
duotone itself. In the end both my supervisors and the client were very happy with the results.



TECHNICAL DESIGN
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Accompanying sleeve, with handle,  (see illustrations) needed as well.

Folded size: 13.4632 x 3.524 x 15.6.  



These are several samples of my digital illustration abilities.
Although outside of my job description and training I have found a strong comfort level using
the software at my disposal to get very good results.

These are several samples of my digital illustration abilities.
Although outside of my job description and training I have found a strong comfort level using 
the software at my disposal to get very good results.



These are samples of some 3D rendering I have done.
The tea tin, below, was created when the client needed
a sell sheet to use at a trade show for a new product
that didn’t exist yet, except for the design. My solution
was to make a photo-realistic 3D rendering of it.
The client was extremely happy with the results.
It is a technique that I have used for several different
clients.

These are samples of some 3D rendering I have done. 
The tea tin, below, was created when the client 
needed a sell sheet to use at a trade show for a new 
product that didn’t exist yet, except for the design. 
My solution was to make a photo-realistic 3D 
rendering of it.
The client was extremely happy with the results.
It is a technique that I have used for several 
different clients.



PHOTO MANIPULATION In this instance the client, a pharmaceutical company, wanted a photo for their 
website home page. They were all set to go with the photo below without any 
changes when I suggested that I add their product to the photo to make it more 
relevant and custom to them. Again the client was very happy with the results.
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Flagship's Customer Service and Sales Department undergo

regular training and work closely with customers to assure

satisfaction at every stage of the production process.

Flagship's strength is it's superbly qualified employee staff,

diverse equipment and sound financial backing. It is a company

both willing and able to adjust to an ever-changing marketplace.

F L A G S H I P P R E S S

The Digital Printing Department illustrates Flagship's

commitment to emerging print-on-demand (POD)

technologies. The DocuTech digital printers are

networked to a large capacity server which facilitates

high speed receipt, printing, and archiving of customer

supplied files. While software documentation and digital

manuals are the mainstays of this department's

production, digital printing is ideally suited to many

types of short-run, rapid turnaround projects.

The heart of Flagship's Offset

Printing Department is the large

press area where two 6-color and

five 2-color  40 and 28-inch presses

run around the clock. The 6-color

presses are also capable of in-line

aqueous coating.

The small press area includes

seven single and 2-color presses

designed for a wide range of short-

run projects.

Flagship's Finishing Department

includes programmable cutters,

folders and stitchers along with two

perfect binders, two 6-station

McCain stitcher-trimmers, automatic

Wiro, GBC and plastic coil bindery,

and a 26" film laminator.

Difficult, time-sensitive jobs can be

finished in-house, allowing Flagship’s

control of quality, delivery and cost.

Complementing the company's

kitting, assembly and fulfillment

services, is more than 7,000 square

feet of warehouse area dedicated to

rack storage of raw stock and

customer's in-progress and finished

goods.  Combined with it's 28-foot

clear ceiling height, this floor space

yields nearly 200,000 cubic feet

of storage.

The Flagship Prepress Department

combines leading edge technology

with traditional stripping, proofing

and plating operations.

Pictured are the DS drum scanner,

digital proofer, and Agfa Avantra

36-inch, 3600 dpi imagesetter,

which images fully imposed film

for all of Flagship’s presses.

This department handles customer

files, on both PC and Macintosh

platforms, delivered on all

electronic media, and by all

transmission modes.  Color

separations, image manipulation,

retouching, assembly and

pagination are accomplished on

digital workstations networked

through a powerful server, and

backed by extensive digital storage.
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VIDEO PRODUCTION
While I have been sporadically doing some sort of video production 
for many years, this past year in my current position has given me the 
chance to grow significantly in my abilities and interest in all aspects 
of video production. Click on an image to launch the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZp7fFF0tTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZp7fFF0tTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hd89kqGmUmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJ3oNE2gX1c
https://youtu.be/NDCxF6o_B_8
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